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I made a new page for Sato Souji (修 Chapter 01): This is a bit of a different take on a character I've shown in other manga / manga offshoots. I'm actually really happy with how the page
looks. The interactions are different, and the style is just a bit closer to the original style. Sato Souji joins the Deirune Gang,... The first victim that Kusumi Yamaguchi (山口友希さん) has
struck was a woman named Kiyoaki Ikegami, who was 23 years old. The second victim that she has struck is a completely... She strikes with a vibraphone, one of which she's carrying.
Her name is Rei Fukushi (風水つぼりー). Fukushi has graciously let us use... The third victim that she has struck is another woman named Maki Hirano, who is 37 years old and in good
health. The fourth victim that she has struck is a man named Kazuyuki Sakaguchi (落合大河陽菊 Sakaguchi Kazuyuki). Sakaguchi is 31 years old. Notable Victims: 【4】. A Hijacking - Is there
going to be a "hijacking" in this chapter? And, if so, what does the "hijacking" consist of? ETA: I'm pretty sure that it's just Kazu. I'm really interested to see how his character is
developed, because it's a little confusing with the way he's written so far. This is a bit of an odd one, so I'm going to try and be a little vague. 【4】. A Hijacking - Is there going to be a
"hijacking" in this chapter? And, if so, what does the "hijacking" consist of? ETA: I'm pretty sure that it's just Kazu. I'm really interested to see how his character is developed, because
it's a little confusing with the way he's written so far. This is a bit of an odd one, so I'm going to try and be a little vague. 【4】. A Hijacking - Is there going to be a "hijacking" in this
chapter? And, if so, what does the "hijacking" consist of? ETA: I'm pretty sure that it's just
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